Overview
This work introduces a new way to implement a subset of the primitives defined by the Message Passing Interface (MPI ) called memory-mapped messages. The analogeous counterpart in file systems is already well established and will be analysed after a short motivation. This paper continues with a theoretical discussion, followed by two different prototypical implementations, and concludes with a microbenchmark and a real-world application that makes use of this primitive.
Motivation
All forms of supercomputers need to exchange data between processors. The most widely used paradigm (besides shared-memory) for massive-parallel computer systems is the message passing paradigm where the basic communication primitives are message-send and it's counterpart message-receive. The overall performance of such applications directly depends on the main parameters bandwidth and latency of the underlying interconnection network.
In 1965, Gordon Moore predicted that the number of transistors doubles approximately every 18 month, which influences the performance of all kinds of processing units. Interestingly enough, the speed of interconnection networks (higher bandwidth and lower latency) grows faster than pure processing power.
Nevertheless, there are limiting constraints so that current technologies will never be able to cross those boundaries. For example, the network latency mainly depends on the length of the transmission medium and the time for one information unit to pass through this medium. Whereas the first parameter might be reduced up to a certain atomic level, the second parameter is bounded by the speed of light. This physical constant (exactly 299,792,458 metres per second in vacuum) imposes a hard limit on how quickly information can be transmitted.
For example, a future max-speed connection of the clusters in Chemnitz and Dresden with a network distance of at least 50 km and a rounded maximal speed of 300,000 km per second will never get a latency below 50/300,000 seconds or 167µs! This is approximately a hundred times slower than todays latencies between inner nodes of a single cluster.
Of course, this work can't break such limits. Instead it tries to modify the communication primitives in order to achieve a better overlapping of computation and communication phases, which reduces the total running time of applications.
total time (new) total time (old) receive (data) process(data) receive(data) overlapping process(data) Figure 1 shows a simple example where the original application has a communication phase (e.g. to receive the input data) which is directly followed by a computation phase (e.g. to process the received data). It should give the reader a first impression of what the targetted objective of this seminar paper is.
Memory-Mapped File I/O
To get a feeling of how memory-mapped messages could behave, I tested an already implemented feature of all modern operating systems with virtual memory: Memory-Mapped File I/O.
Memory-mapped File I/O maps a given file into a memory region which is organized in small memory pages.
The first access to such memory-mapped regions generates a page fault where the corresponding data gets retrieved from the file. All subsequent accesses to the same virtual memory page operate directly within this buffer. Depending on the implementation and the used parameters, modifications to such buffers are either directly written through to the file or collected until a special synchronization function is called.
In UNIX environments, this kernel feature is used with the mmap system call (see man-page for details):
char mmap(char addr, size t len, int prot, int flags, int filedes, off t off );
• addr specifies the starting address for the memory-mapped region (can be NULL)
• len gives the number of bytes that should be mapped
• prot sets the protection flags for the mapped region out of PROT {READ,WRITE,EXEC}
• flags affects various attributes of the mapped region (e.g. MAP SHARED or MAP PRIVATE )
• filedes is the descriptor of the file (see open call) which should be mapped
• off determines the starting offset within this file (with some restrictions)
Related system calls are munmap as counterpart to mmap, and msync which is similar to fsync but for memory-mapped regions.
Compared with the new idea, the files on the hard disc could be viewed as messages within a network. A file read operation is similar to a message receive operation and a file write operation is similar to a message send operation.
The application can even give the kernel some hints about its future memory usage pattern (e.g. sequential access). This can be done with the madvice system call and allows the kernel to choose appropriate readahead or caching techniques. An overlapping of file I/O and computation can be achieved, resulting in a much smaller total running time of the application.
The following test shows the timings for differently implemented copy commands. Compared are block wise (512 bytes) versus one-time (complete file) copy modes and normal versus memory-mapped copy modes.
Normal File Copy
Direct block I/O with the read and write system calls transfers data between block devices ⇐⇒ kernel cache ⇐⇒ application address space.
The steps involved to copy a file are:
1. open the input file for reading and create the output file for writing 2. allocate f ile size or block size bytes memory (malloc)
3. read the input file into memory 4. write this memory to the output file 5. goto step 3 if not yet finished
close both files
For the additional ANSI test use fopen, fread, fwrite and fclose instead of the similar POSIX functions without the prefix f.
Memory-Mapped File Copy
Memory-mapping gives the application direct (i.e. memory-mapped) access to the kernel's page cache data. The steps involved to copy a file using this feature are:
1. open the input file for reading and create the output file with read/write permission 2. set the size of the output file to f ile size, the size of the input file 3. map the input file into memory (mmap with PROT READ)
4. map the output file into memory (mmap with PROT READ+PROT WRITE and MAP SHARED)
5. copy f ile size bytes from first memory region to the second memory region (memcpy)
6. force data to the output file (msync with MS SYNC)
7. remove memory mapping for both files (munmap)
close both files
All tests copy a pre-generated file (from /dev/urandom) into a new file on a local hard disc. Encouraged by Richard Stevens Book 'Advanced Programming in the UNIX Environment' [1] , where he states that 'Memory mapped I/O is faster, when copying one regular file to another', making readers believe that mmap is always faster than normal block I/O, I hoped to get a promising introduction with this chapter.
A real comparision between both methods is given by the last two lines in the above results. The saving of the kernel cache really reduced the processing time (user + system). In this test case the total time for normal block I/O is faster than for memory-mapped I/O, contrary to Stevens measurements. The reason for these converse comparisions is that he (by mistake?) used block wise I/O (8192 bytes) instead of one read and one write call. The second line in the above table is therefore more similar to the results he achieved.
A last interesting fact is shown in the first line of the table where the normal POSIX file operations are exchanged with the file operations given by the older ANSI C standard. Although the ANSI file operations buffer input and output, they need much less processing time than the normal ones. Because most of the time is spent during wait phases for the hard disc, the total time is nearly identical in both cases. If you need to decide which file operations to use, consider the ANSI ones -they have the additional advantage that they are much more portable.
Function Analysis
The next section is an analysis of the memory management of Linux. A good starting point for this purpose is to know how functions like mmap are working.
Lets start with a program using these functions, e.g. mmap copy.c of the preceding section. The compiler, in this case gcc, produces code for a normal function call, including the following:
Before reaching the intended system call, the produced function call leads first to a wrapper function within the libc (e.g. the glibc 2. • store the system call number (e.g. 0x5a=90 for mmap) within the accumulator register eax
• store the pointer to the arguments, that are already on the stack, within the ebx register
• enter the system call (e.g. int 0x80)
The last instruction stops the calling user space process and transfers the work request to a kernel space process that decides, due to the prepared registers, which system function should be invoked.
Within the file linux-2.6.9/arch/i386/kernel/entry.S, the entry for the system call 90 is named old mmap.
Further searching leads to the file linux-2.6.9/arch/i386/kernel/sys i386.c where the described function old mmap does nothing more than copying all parameters from the user space into a local kernel structure (using copy from user ) and calling do mmap2 with nearly the same parameters. The only difference between old mmap and do mmap2 is the file offset parameter (which must be page aligned) that is either given as byte address or as a page address (⇒ old mmap checks of course for the proper page alignment) and thus enabling applications to map larger files (typically up to 16 TB for 32 bit systems and a page size of 4096 bytes). do mmap2 checks some other parameters, locks a special process related semaphore (called mm→mmap sem) and calls do mmap pgoff (again with the same parameters).
The file linux-2.6.9/mm/mmap.c finally contains the real functionality for our mmap call. After extensive parameter checks it makes sure that there is enough virtual address space available and then adjusts the page tables for the memory mapped region. Each process gets its own set of page tables which are mainly used to translate virtual memory addresses into physical memory addresses. Most architectures use a special piece of hardware, the Memory Management Unit, to speed up this translation process. Together with a cache, the Translation Lookaside Buffer, the overhead can be reduced enormously. The complete virtual address space is splitted into parts, usually containing several kilo bytes of data (and up to some mega bytes), which are called pages. The page tables need to be prepared by the operating system and contain additional information, like protection bits (e.g. read, write, executable) and status bits (e.g. present). This status information can be used to implement swapping by setting the status of a page to not present which then leads to a page fault when the process tries to access this page. The operating system can then load the referred page from a much larger storage device (i.e. the swap file or swap partition) into the memory. After it updates the corresponding page table entry, the process can continue its work. This way, it was possible to give an application much more memory then there was physically available.
With the mentioned mmap function family, a process can use a kind of swapping directly where the file (which gets mapped into memory) can be seen as swap source. Together with the protection flags and the various flag attributes it is possible to explicitely specify the swapping behaviour.
Memory-Mapped Messages
This section shortly describes a general implementation of the idea behind memory-mapped messages.
The functionality of the message-send and message-receive calls gets reduced up to a minimum. Both functions initiate the message transaction and prevent further accesses to the given message buffers. The send call needs to prevent modifications to the buffer and the receive call needs to prevent all accesses (i.e. inclusive read accesses) to the buffer. Nothing else should be done within these functions to minimize their running times. This way, we want to guarantee, that computations which directly follow any of those two functions can be started as soon as possible.
Such an initiated message gets transmitted in a concurrent way, i.e. parallel to the following computation, with the help of an additional communication process or thread. To prevent restarting of such an activity for every new message transfer, it should be started only once, for example at application start.
When the application tries to access a buffer region of a currently incomplete message transfer, this access needs to be caught and some additional actions must be completed. Such access interuptions should be implemented using the already present virtual memory architecture. Accesses to a send buffer can be finished earlier (i.e. before the actual transmission finishes) by making a copy of the appropriate region, whereas an access to a receive buffer has to be delayed until the data gets received from the sender.
Of course, an expert programmer could use other techniques directly (for example double buffering with the help of MPI Isend ) to achieve the best possible performance. Nevertheless, experience showed that most parallel applications are very complex and even with fine-grained measurements and deep analyses it is often hard to find the optimal strategy to overlap computation and communication. This approach of memorymapped messages tries to defer the work from the expert programmer to a lower level library, hoping that this automatic tuning is helpful to a lot of application users who don't have the knowledge of an experienced programmer or the time to improve their own applications.
Analytical Model
In this section, a theoretical discussion should estimate the different time consumptions of the conventional message passing model and this pipeline-based message passing model using a simple linear communication cost model. Send and receive functions (like MPI Send() and MPI Recv(), see [2] ) are always (i.e. for both models) used with blocking semantics within this document. This means that the application can use or reuse the given buffers directly after the return of those calls.
The transmission time is the time for the message to pass through the network, not including time of flight (called t latency within this document). By definition, this time is equal to the size of the message divided by the bandwidth of the interconnection network (see [3] for more details). For simplicity, we assume that there are no other messages which could potentially slow down our network (e.g. in case of contention).
t transmission = message size bandwidth
Sender Side
The total time of a normal send, measured from its call to its return, consists of a sender overhead and the transmission time for the message (we assume asynchronious behaviour in the MPI sense since this is faster than or equally as fast as synchronous behaviour). Either the message is stored in another temporal buffer (⇒ t transmission depends on the memory bandwidth) or the message is injected into the network (⇒ t transmission depends on the real network bandwidth). The sender overhead is the time to prepare the message and to inject it into the network, including software components as well as hardware components.
The send function within the pipeline-based model would have to prepare the message too, but instead of injecting it directly into the network (or to buffer the message), this second step gets scheduled for later processing (which should be done in a concurrent way). In addition to the normal semantics this send function must prevent any modification of the send buffer. Therefore the transmission time for the message has been eliminated. Since we cannot guess the constant time differences between both models (some parts have been omitted whereas others have been added), we simply assume that both sender overheads are nearly equivalent.
The time for the new send function does not depend on the message size anymore and thus should never return later than its conventional counterpart (except maybe a constant amount of time ).
Receiver Side
The total time of a blocking receive, again measured from its call to its return, consists of a receiver overhead, the transmission time and the time of flight which is the time for one bit to pass through the network (depending on the path length, the medium, and other obstacles like the hop count). We assume that the receive function and its opposite send function had been called nearly at the same moment, otherwise an additional waiting time would be necessary (either positive if the send is called after the receive or negative in the other case; thus leading to zero in the average case).
Like in the send case, we assume that the receiver overheads in both models are nearly equivalent, since some parts (e.g. the effort for the network interface) are missing and other parts like preventing reads and writes from/to the receive buffer are added.
The time for the new receive function does neither depend on the message size nor on the time of flight anymore. Similar to the send comparison, the new receive function should never return later then a conventional receive function.
Where is most of the time gone?
Benchmarks that measure only time differences between a function call and its return, will always try to lead the user to believe in these impossible fast timings for the new send and receive functions (be aware of this behaviour!) but some time is hidden in another place: After conventional send and receive calls the buffers can be accessed without additional delays (except maybe some architectural delays like caches). Thus each element can be retrieved or modified in a constant amount of time.
The new model postpones the point in time when the caller might wait for the completion of its request. Either the accessed memory region has already been processed or it still needs to be processed (send an urgent request and wait for the response). This is the reason why there are two different times for a memory access. Because the message is split up into several parts of at least the size of a memory page, the page transmission time is calculated with the minimum of the page size and the message size. For simplicity, we set the transmission time for the urgent request to the same time of a normal page transmission (we could get even faster, since such a request is always smaller than a complete page, but at the cost of a more complex model).
: page valid t access overhead + 2 · (t page transmission + t latency )
: page invalid
Worst Case
In the worst case scenario, a message of size message size is transmitted from a sender to a receiver and all elements of the message are accessed exactly once because unnecessary elements could be skipped and several accesses lead to a better performance of the pipelined-model. This case occurs in conventional message passing applications that can't make use of pipelining when communication dominates over processing.
t worst case = t send + t receive + message size · t access A (heuristic) function is necessary to decide about the chronological order in which the pages of size page size are transferred. To achieve the worst case, we assume that this function always fails (e.g. all pages are accessed in reverse order of their transmission scheme), thus leading to urgent requests for halve of all pages (full-duplex interconnection network ⇒ the time for sending the urgent request is used to receive another page).
num pages = message size page size bad cases = num pages 2 t normal = t sender overhead + t latency + t transmission + t receiver overhead + message size · Θ(1)
Now we sum up both overheads, resolve the transmission times and simplify the result:
= t overhead + t latency + 1 bandwidth + Θ(1) · message size t pipelined = t overhead + bad cases · t access overhead + num pages · (t page transmission + t latency ) + (message size − bad cases) · Θ (1) = t overhead + num pages 2 · t access overhead + num pages · min (page size, message size) bandwidth + num pages · t latency
For small messages (e.g. message size = page size) this worst-case formula resolves to:
t pipelined small wc = t overhead + 1 2 · t access overhead + t latency + message size bandwidth
This means that this pipelined version needs the same amount of time as the normal version (except maybe a constant depending on t access overhead ). This gets even more clear when we clarify what happens on both sides: At the receiver side, a bad access will lead to an urgent request, but at the same moment the sender will send this requested page since there is only one page and the decision function had no other choice (the urgent request will be discarded in this case).
For large messages (e.g. message size = page size 2 ) this worst-case formula resolves to:
t pipelined large wc = t overhead + page size 2 · t access overhead + page size · page size bandwidth + page size · t latency
In this worst case scenario for larger messages, t latency can have a bad influence on the performance compared to the conventional method (even if it is scaled with a very small factor).
Best Case
In the best case scenario, there are no "bad" accesses and therefore only the processing time and a constant overhead remains.
t pipelined bc = t sender overhead + t receiver overhead + t processing
For such a scenario, the following equation is necessary: t processing ≥ t communication . If this would not be the case, there would be "bad" accesses leading to additional times for transmission and flight.
Another important aspect is the (heuristic) decision function at the sender side. An optimal one should select the pages in the same order in which the pages are accessed at the receiver side. This seems to be pretty difficult, but applications with regular access patterns can be analysed by using a pre-trace to capture their access order. Knowing a lot of cluster applications that run over several month, I can justify this procedure.
Decision Function
The last section briefly pointed out that an optimal decision function, which selects the next page for transmission, would improve the overall performance a lot. For simplicity, both prototypical implementations use the most trivial decision function that selects the pages in increasing address order (i.e. normal reading order) per default. There is one exception: if a page gets overwritten at sender side, it will be buffered. All buffered pages are transferred first prior to all unbuffered pages to free the used memory for the copy. Therefore this prototypical implementation is optimal (regarding the aspect of chronological sending order) for applications that access their memory buffer linearly from smallest to highest memory address. Nevertheless, this memory acccess pattern is very common for many applications. This section discusses some ideas to implement more sophisticated decision functions.
Heuristic Decision Function
Similar to file systems, the decision function could be based on heuristics which decides upon the history, hoping that the future will behave similar. The next page could be chosen upon the knowledge of one or more previous page accesses. Usually, it is very likely that an application will access a page that is located near the last accessed page. Caches are examples for architectural elements that are based on the same principle of location.
Whereas such heuristical decision functions have the advantages that they can be implemented once and used by the user without additional influences, they also have the disadvantages that the history of page accesses on the receiver side must be transmitted back to the sender and that they might not always behave optimal in the sense of mispredicted pages.
Omniscient Decision Function
Since this idea of memory-mapped messages is currently mainly intended for MPI applications, we know that most of these applications use a regular memory access pattern. This application typical behaviour can be logged during a single test run. Afterwards this knowledge can be used to predict future productive runs. As long as the application doesn't change the known access pattern, we are able to construct the optimal decision function.
A simple access logger is included in the prototypical implementation (helpful/access log.{c,h}). One may choose the message buffer which should be inspected and call this helper function before the application works with this buffer. This function installs a signal handler for SIGSEGV and sets the access rights of the given buffer to PROT NONE using mprotect(). While the application executes as normally, each first access to a page within the given buffer gets catched by the signal handler and is written to a log file before this page gets back it's old protection flags. Without knowing how the application or algorithm works, we can this way determine it's memory access pattern. This knowledge can then be used to build really the optimal decision function which will never mispredict (at least theoretically; or with negligible probability in practice) the next page (either at compile time or with an additional parameter at runtime). The optional urgent requests aren't necessary because every time the application waits for a page, this page will be automatically the next one that arrives. This is the right way to achieve the best possible overall performance improvement with this idea of memory-mapped messages. The only drawback of this omniscient decision function is that every application requires a single adjustment of this function whereas the heuristic function can be used without modifications.
Signals
Signals provide a way of handling asynchronous events, like catching <CTRL> + <C> from a terminal. Although they are provided since the earliest versions of Unix, different signal models have been developed, leading to incompatibilities. These old systems supported only unreliable signals, which means that signals could get lost and the process whould never know about it. Fortunately, POSIX.1 standardizes the reliable signal routines which will be discussed and used during this seminar paper.
All currently 31 different signals have names, beginning with the prefix SIG (see 'man 7 signal' ) and are mapped to a positive number (the signal number). The special signal number 0 means no signal (or null signal). Signals can be generated by:
• certain terminal keys (e.g. <CTRL>+<C> causes a SIGINT )
• hardware exceptions (e.g. invalid memory reference or division by zero)
• the kill function (see 'man 2 kill' or the corresponding program kill )
• software conditions (e.g. SIGURG, SIGPIPE or SIGALRM ) When a signal occurs, different actions can be associated with this signal:
1. ignore the signal (works for all signals except SIGKILL and SIGSTOP )
2. catch the signal (we need to tell the kernel to call a function of ours whenever the signal occurs)
3. default action (every signal has a default action if it isn't overridden -mostly to terminate the process)
The standard ANSI-C defines the following function for installing a signal handler (see <signal.h>):
void (*signal(int signum, void (*handler)(int)))(int);
An additional raise() function allows a process to send an explicit signal to itself.
But these functions are rather limiting, leading us to use the newer POSIX.1 -compatible sigaction function:
int sigaction(int signum, const struct sigaction *act, struct sigaction *oldact);
The argument signum is the signal number whose action we are examining (act == NULL) or modifying (act ! = NULL). If the oldact pointer is nonnull, the system returns the previous action for the signal. To modify an action, the act pointer must point to the following structure:
struct sigaction { void (*sa handler)(int); sigset t sa mask; int sa flags; };
The sa handler points to a signal-catching function, SIG DFL (for default action) or SIG IGN (to ignore this signal). A set of signals, specified in sa mask are added to the signal mask of the process before sa handler is called. The signal mask is reset to its previous value when this handler function returns. All signals within this mask (including the signal that is being delivered) are blocked whenever a signal handler is invoked (warning: if such a signal occurs more than once during this period, only the first one could be recognized). A signal handler remains installed until we explicitly remove it (this is different in older systems that are not POSIX.1 -compatible). The sa flags field of the act structure specifies various different options for the handling of this signal. The option SA SIGINFO is very helpful for our purpose because it provides additional information to a signal handler in form of two additional arguments. The signal number is always passed as the first argument. The second argument is either a null pointer or a pointer to a siginfo structure (see 'man 5 siginfo' ): struct siginfo { int si signo; int si errno; int si code; pid t si pid; uid t si uid; /* additional other fields, depending on the caught signal */ };
The third argument for the signal handler provides information about different threads of control within a single process. (An additional kill() function sends a signal to a process or a group of processes.)
Signal Sets
As long as there are fewer signals that bits in an integer, a signal set can be implemented using one bit per signal. In general, the number of different signals can exceed the number of bits in an integer. Therefore POSIX.1 defines the data type sigset t to contain a signal set. The following functions give access to such a signal set:
• sigemptyset() -initializes a given signal set so that all signals are excluded There are additional functions like sigprocmask() and sigpending() which we won't use.
Restrictions
One restriction for signal handler functions remains: only reentrant functions are allowed to be called. There is always a small possibility that the executed sequence of instructions is temporarily interrupted by the same or another signal handler function. If a nonreentrant function is called in both cases, the results are quite unpredictable (e.g. because of global data structures or even the errno variable).
In our case we use the SIGSEGV signal (this happens if a process has made an invalid memory reference, e.g. if the memory page is inaccessible at this point in time) when the corresponding message passing request is not yet finished but the application tries to access the corresponding buffer. The necessary data structures for this check are only accessed by the signal handler itself and only one such signal handler can be active because the application is in an interrupted state when the first signal handler gets called. When the request is really not finished yet (might have been completed while the signal handler was called), we send an (optional) urgent request and wait for the accessed page (the answer for the request). Most send and receive functions are known to be nonreentrant, therefore we need to be very careful at this stage.
Implementation Details For The Prototypes
We decided to implement a prototype in a very high layer to be able to test it with various existing ap- 
Thread model
Each MPI application is known to consists of several MPI processes. Both prototypes start one special communication thread for each such MPI process to achieve the concurrent communication. In addition, a signal handler gets installed for every MPI process to catch memory accesses to currently protected memory regions. Each main thread remains totally
State model
Each memory-mapped message gets split up into smaller message parts called fragments because of the direct corresondence with the pages of the virtual memory management. To get a better understanding of how these fragments are handled for each step of the transmission, the following state diagrams are intended to be very useful.
When a sender (see Figure 4) wants a message to be transmitted to a receiver, it initiates a sending operation with a call like MMMPI Send() (this is similar to MPI Send()) to indicate that it wants to use memorymapped messages. This send operation makes the message buffer read-only (using mprotect) to prevent further modifications to this data and puts this message into an internal data structure that holds all messages and is visible to the communication thread. This MMMPI Send() function returns immediatly If the main thread tries to write to such a message buffer which isn't already transferred, the signal handler catches this write access and copies the accessed page into a separate sending buffer. After buffering this page, the original page gets it's old protection flags back and the signal handler returns control back to the main thread which is now able to write to this part of the message buffer. The communication thread sends all pages (either buffered or from the original message buffer) to the communication thread of the receiver.
At the receiver side (see Figure 5 ) a corresponding message receiption must be initiated with a call like MMMPI Recv() (this is similar to MPI Recv()). This receive operation, which is for memory-mapped messages quite similar to the send operation, prevents all accesses to the message buffer (using mprotect) and puts this information into an internal data structure. And again, this function returns immediatly after these few steps.
When the main thread of the receiver tries to access such a message buffer which isn't already transferred, the installed signal handler catches this access and optionally sends an urgent request to the sender side, indicating which page should be transferred next. Then the signal handler needs to wait until the appropriate page has been received. As soon as this page arrives, it is copied to the user-supplied receive buffer after removing the protection of this region (here it is important to know that while the signal handler is active, the original MPI process is inactive). 
Prototype Restrictions
Since this is only a prototypical implementation, there are some usage restrictions to simplify the library. It is the programmers responsibility to follow all restrictions or the implementation might behave undefined.
• All other MPI function calls must be completed before calling any of the libraries functions (described in the next section). This restriction is mainly based on the experience that most OpenSource MPI implementations are NOT thread-safe. This library uses a second thread, namely the communication thread, which uses MPI calls too.
• There must be a point in time when the complete sending buffer of a MMMPI Send() call gets overwritten. Otherwise some internal buffers will never be freed.
• The complete receive buffer of a MMMPI Recv() call must be touched before calling any further MPI function. (thread-safe issue, see first item)
• All message buffers and message lengths need to be aligned to the systems pagesize. This restriction is based on the fact that only complete memory pages can be protected. Future implementations can solve this restriction by taking special care of the first and last part of a message buffer up to the next pagesize boundary.
version. This isn't really a restriction but rather an issue of limited effort. A productive implementation should also support other transfer functions, maybe even collective communication functions like e.g.
MPI Bcast().
• There is currently no support for wildcards, neither for ranks nor for tags.
• There is currently no support for data typed messages. Only "raw" messages can be transferred (similar to MPI BYTE ). Otherwise there would probably be a data type conversion within the MPI layer, which might decrease the positive impact of the overlapping of communication and computation.
Function Details

MMMPI Init()
MMMPI Init() needs to be called directly after and similar to the MPI Init() function call. After some sanity checks it does mainly the following:
• duplicate the communicator MPI COMM WORLD and use this new communicator within the whole implementation to isolate all library transfers from possible user transfers
• create the communication thread using pthread create()
• install a signal handler for SIGSEGV using sigaction()
MMMPI Finalize()
MMMPI Finalize() needs to be called directly before and similar to the MPI Finalize() function call. It waits until all outstanding requests have been finished and then shuts down the library by doing the following:
• tell the communication thread to finalize as soon as possible
• wait for the communication thread to finish using pthread join()
• remove the installed signal handler using sigaction()
• free the duplicated communicator and all allocated structures
MMMPI Alloc mem()
This memory allocation routine guarantees that the returned memory block is suitably aligned (to the pagesize granularity) to be used with the following communication routines. It allocates at least size bytes of memory, ignores the MPI Info parameter and stores the address of the allocated memory block in the baseptr parameter.
Note: It would also be possible to allocate more memory (padded to the next pagesize granularity) so that even smaller data blocks can be transferred with the memory-mapped messages method. And even other steps might be preprocessed within this function instead of the actual communication functions (e.g. generating special mappings or registration).
MMMPI Free Mem()
This function is the counterpart of MMMPI Alloc mem() and returns a previously allocated memory block back to the systems memory pool. Make sure that all and only those blocks which are allocated by MMMPI Alloc mem() will be freed by MMMPI Free mem()!
Here is a small example (taken from the MPI standard ) that shows how to use the above memory routines:
. . . 
MMMPI Free mem(f); }
MMMPI Send()
MMMPI Send() is the memory-mapped messages version of the normal MPI Send() function call. It sends a given [raw] message to the given rank within the specified communicator using memory-mapped messages instead of normal message transfer.
int MMMPI Send(void *buf, int bytes, int toRank, int tag, MPI Comm comm);
After the usual sanity checks, this function does mainly the following:
• translate the given pair (comm, toRank) to the rank of our own communicator
• make the message buffer read-only by using mprotect() to catch possible future modifications
• initiate the message transfer by creating and filling an internal structure for the communication thread
MMMPI Recv()
MMMPI Recv() is the memory-mapped messages version of the normal MPI Recv() function call and the counterpart to MMMPI Send(). It receives a [raw] message, sended via MMMPI Send(), from the given rank within the specified communicator using memory-mapped messages instead of normal message transfer.
int MMPI Recv(void *buf, int bytes, int fromRank, int tag, MPI Comm comm);
• translate the given pair (comm, fromRank) to the rank of our own communicator
• protect the message buffer with PROT NONE by using mprotect() to catch all possible future accesses
• check if there is already a matching message (this happens if the corresponding send call has been called prior to this receive call) and update or create a new internal structure for the communication thread
MMMPI Wait()
MMMPI Wait() is the memory-mapped messages version of the normal MPI Wait() function call. It waits until all outstanding memory-mapped messages requests are processed.
int MMMPI Wait(void );
A special pthread mutex is used to wait for the communication thread to become idle.
Signal Handler
Every access to previously protected memory regions will be catched by the installed signal handler. It will be directly invoked, due to a segmentation violation, when the application tries to access such a memory region. After extracting the memory address, it tries to find the corresponding message within the internal structures. If this was a send message then a copy of the page will be created and the original page gets its old protection flags back. If this was a receive message then it needs to check whether or not the corresponding fragment has been received already. If this isn't the case, it needs to wait for this receiption. To reduce this waiting time, an urgent request might be sent to the sender, providing the information which page should be sended next ('out-of-order delivery'). We had have some discussions about this option and decided not to implement this optional feature into this prototype. As soon as this fragment is available, it is (together with all other buffered fragments) copied to the user-supplied receive buffer after unprotecting. When the signal handler finishes its work, it returns the control back to the MPI process which caused its invokation and the original memory access will be automatically finished with the correct underlying data.
Communication Thread
The Communication Thread is responsible for sending and receiving of the memory-mapped messages.
One problem is, that if the communication thread uses the user supplied buffer directly to invoke a sending call, the main thread could access this region and we would need to take care of this case (e.g. by waiting for the completion of the send). Instead, each memory page will to be buffered before it can be sent.
The protocoll works as follows: A page which should be transferred gets buffered and is preceeded by a small header with two integer values. The first integer holds the logical time stamp and the second integer is the page offset in bytes.
The helping function find next page candidate() tries to determine the next page of a given message, which
is not yet transmitted. If all pages of this message are transmitted, a -1 is returned. It uses the bitmap page status for this and checks all entries in a linear order. Normally this is very slow (O(num pages)), but due to the separate next page pointer, the average complexity of this function is O(1).
The helping function get buffered page() returns a buffered page containing the next page which is not yet transmitted. It first tries to find an already buffered page within the buffered pages list which is filled by the signal handler if the main thread accesses pages within a sending buffer. If this fails, it calls the function find next page candidate() and buffers this found page. If there are no more outstanding pages for this message, it returns NULL.
The helping function initiate send request() initiates a new send request if this is possible. It first checks whether there is a sending request pending and returns immediatly if this is the case. Then it checks if there is an ongoing message send operation by taking the first message from the message send list and calling get buffered pages(). If this returns NULL, this message is completed and gets removed from the message send list and freed. Otherwise this buffered page will be sended with a call to MPI Isend() and marked as transferred.
The helping function initiate receive request() initiates a new receive request if this is possible. It first checks whether there is a receive request pending and returns immediatly if this is the case. Otherwise it checks the complete message receive list if there is a page which is not yet transmitted using the function find next page candidate(). If there is an outstanding page, it initiates a generic receive call with MPI Irecv().
The helping function send message info() blocks until all message infos are transferred. For this it checks the new messages list for newly user initiated message transfers (MMMPI Send()) and sends a small packet containing two integers, the first with the logical time of the sender and the second with the length of the complete message, to the receiver side. Afterwards, it moves this message from the new messages list list to the message send list.
The helping function process new message information() takes such a two-integer message information packet and checks if there is already a matching receive by traversing the message receive list and searching for an entry with a not yet initialized logical time stamp field and the same sender and tag field. If it finds a matching receive, it updates only the logical time stamp and returns. Otherwise, a new message structure will be created and initialized with all necessary information.
The helping function process receive page() takes a received page and determines the corresponding message by comparing the logical time stamps. The received page gets then linked to the buffered page list of this message and will be copied into the final user supplied receive buffer by the signal handler.
This test shows that it is irrelevant which protection is used, since the measured times with PROT READ equals PROT NONE and PROT READ+PROT WRITE. The used time scales linear with the message size because each memory page of the message must be protected individually. For a gigabyte message the mprotect() call needs 0.006 seconds and a single page with 4096 bytes can be protected within 2 µs.
memory bandwidth (memcpy)
This memory copy test measures the time to create a copy of a given buffer. Since I wanted to measure real memory bandwidth and not cache bandwidth, I allocated as much physical memory as there was free (1.2 GB out of 2 GB installed) and filled the complete buffer with pseudo-random data before each test. memcpy() has been used to copy a source region into a non-overlapping destination region. Btw. I tested several other memory copy implementations and found out, that the used memcpy() implementation (part of the glibc) is highly optimized and reaches nearly the optimal copy speed. As expected, the used time scales again linearly with the size of the buffer. Due to the pre-filling step, there are no noticable folds within the runtime curve which are normally seen at the cache size limits. To copy a 512 MB buffer, memcpy() needed around 505566 µs and a single page with 4096 bytes can be copied within 5 µs. To get the real memory bandwidth on this machines, double the data size of the test with the largest size (because n byte memcpy involves reading of n bytes and writing of n bytes ⇒ 2 · n memory accesses) and you'll get approximately 1 GB per second.
Conclusion for fast networks
Altogether, the above tests show that the necessary system calls and the local memory copying routines are too slow compared to fast interconnection networks like Infiniband where the network isn't the limiting part but memory bandwidth is. I achieved even faster memory copies over the network with two nodes (source node only read access and destination node only write access) than locally on a single node (read and write access to the same physical memory)!
In a later chapter (Second Prototype) I will present a way to avoid those additional buffering of the prototype which yields a so called zero-copy. Nevertheless, there are enough clusters with a much slower interconnection network (e.g. Fast or Gigabit Ethernet). For this reason I will demonstrate my first prototypical library together with a practical application on an older cluster in the following two chapters.
The application pbzip2
pbzip2 is a parallel (MPI ) version of the famous bzip2 data compressor. 
Introduction
bzip2 is a freely available, patent free, high-quality data compressor. It typically compresses files to within 10% to 15% of the best available techniques (the PPM family of statistical compressors), whilst being around twice as fast at compression and six times faster at decompression.
for further details visit: http://www.bzip.org
This special bzip2 version uses the original bzip2 library (libbz2 ) and message passing primitives (MPI ) to provide a parallel implementation. The compressed output of "pbzip2 " can be directly decompressed with the original "bzip2 " utility.
Parallel Algorithm
The internal algorithm of bzip2 splits large files into blocks of a fixed size (100k -900k) and handles each block independently to allow recovery of damaged files (see bzip2recover ). Therefore I parallelized this algorithm using the following master-slaves scheme:
• the master reads the input file in blocks
• ... and sends each block to an "unemployed" slave node
• each slave node compresses its own block of data
• ... and sends the resulting data back to the master
• the master collects these compressed data blocks in the correct order
• ... and saves their concatenation to the output file
Usage
You need a working MPI environment (e.g. "LAM/MPI" [7] , "MPICH" or "Open MPI" [8] )on a parallel hardware (e.g. SMP machine or cluster). After compiling the "pbzip2" tool, it can be directly started within the parallel environment. Note that it needs at least two MPI nodes. When you start this tool on < n > MPI nodes, it will create one single master node and < n − 1 > slave nodes. Since the master node doesn't need much computing power (mainly input, output and slave correspondence), you might start the first two MPI processes on the same single hardware node.
usage: pbzip2 [-zd123456789] <input file> <output file> -h --help print this message -z --compress compress the input file -d --decompress decompress the input file -v --verbose print some information -1 .. -9 set block size to 100k .. 900k --fast alias for -1 --best alias for -9
Measurements
The following chart shows the total running time of the normal bzip2 and this parallel version of bzip2 on a different number of nodes. The used data file is the original 2.6.14 linux kernel from http://www.kernel.org but in the uncompressed tar form (224.092.160 byte, compressed 37.5 MiB). The used hardware is a cluster consisting of 800 MHz Intel PentiumIII processors connected with a Fast Ethernet (100 Mbit/s) network, running Linux 2.4.18 and LAM/MPI 6.5.6.
Fig. 7. comparison of bzip2 and pbzip2
To show the hard disc drive influence, the yellow line indicates the time it takes to create a copy of the file using "cp" (23 seconds). The original bzip2 tool needs 216 seconds to compress the file. Running the parallel bzip2 tool with only 1 slave needs around 243 seconds (12% slower) due to the communication overhead caused by the slow network. A second slave reduces the execution time to 126 seconds (42% faster than bzip2 ). 5 slaves need 61 seconds, 10 slaves need 41 seconds for the same job and further nodes reduce the time consumption slowly to e.g. 34 seconds for 32 slaves (84% faster).
12 Using pbzip2 together with libmmmpi
In the previous section, the unmodified version of the parallel bzip2 application has been tested. Now, we want to make use of the memory-mapped messages library, hoping to improve the overall performance of this application.
Test data
Like in the previous test, we use the Linux 2.6.14 kernel again on the same cluster CLiC to test the mmmpi version of pbzip2. The uncompressed tar archive has a size of 224,092,160 bytes. Running the pagesize utility (contained within the mmmpi sources) tells us that a systems memory page on this platform has a size of 4096 bytes. Since, the prototypical library doesn't yet support non-aligned data sizes, a truncation of the tar archive to the next page size boundary is necessary. Due to the tar-archive format, the size is already a multiple of 4096! No truncation is necessary (54,710 pages in total) and we can use the original uncompressed kernel as input data for this test.
Adjusting the pbzip2 sources
Because this is only a prototypical implementation, some small modifications have to be made to use the mmmpi library.
If you didn't install libmmmpi, copy the include file 'mmmpi-*/include/mmmpi.h' to the directory of the application and use double quotes instead of angled brackets in the above include line.
• 2nd step: add MMMPI Init() directly after MPI Init() Search for the function MPI Init (normally at the beginning of the main function of every MPI application) and add the following line directly after the MPI Init statement.
MMMPI Init(&argc, &argv);
The arguments should be the same as in the MPI Init call. To ensure correct working, you could test the return value of this MMMPI Init statement. It should be MPI SUCCESS if there where no errors.
• 3rd step: add MMMPI Finalize() directly before MPI Finalize() Search for the function MPI Finalize (normally at the end of the main function) and add the following line directly before the MPI Finalize statement.
MMMPI Finalize();
This function takes no arguments and should also return MPI SUCCESS to indicate successful completion. You might check for this return code too.
Before we continue to make the last but operative changes, test this application at this stage. After compiling and installing libmmmpi, the library should be trackable by the linker. If you skipped the installing procedure, copy the build library 'mmpi-*/library/libmmmpi.a' to the directory of the application. Now edit the Makefile of your application and add '-lmmmpi' and '-lpthread' to the linker flags (normally LDFLAGS ) to cause linking with the memory-mapped messages library. The second library is needed by libmmmpi which uses POSIX threads. If you didn't install libmmmpi, you might also need to tell the linker to look for the library in the current directory by adding '-L.' to the linker flags as well. (Re-)build this application and run it as normally. If no errors occured during this first modification phase, it should work like the unmodified version and should not show different running times.
The complete linker flags line for pbzip2 should look like this one:
The second and last modification phase is the most critical one.
• 4th step: choose one or more message transactions and align the message buffer(s) This step is also only needed because this is a prototypical implementation. For the pbzip2 application we choose the 900kB buffer where the uncompressed data gets transferred from the master to the slaves. Unfortunately, the 900kB data size is not aligned to the 4096 bytes granularity of the systems page size. But since the bzip2 library works with all given buffer sizes, we can simply truncate the buffer size down to 897,024 bytes (219 pages). To adjust the buffer starting address to a multiple of the page size, we need to search for the memory allocation function and replace it by an aligned memory allocation function. One out of several possibilities to do this is to use the valloc() function (normally declared in the <malloc.h> include file) instead of e.g. malloc(). But the best way would be to use the memory-mapped messages variants of the MPI memory functions: MMMPI Alloc mem() and MMMPI Free mem(). This would allow even more optimizations in future version of this prototype (see note at description of MMMPI Alloc mem). Warning: Both, sender and receiver side, (master and slave in the case of pbzip2 ) must be adjusted this way! (To avoid partial blocks, the loop within the master stops if the input buffer can't be filled completely. This way the MPI Get count() calls can be replaced by constants. In addition, the buffer needs to be touched at master side before reading further data (I used memset() for this purpose). Otherwise the following fread() call would lead to a system call where a SIGSEGV signal would occur as expected. But since this exception would occur in the kernel space, our signal handler would not be invoked. Instead this would lead to an EINVAL return code for this read call.) At the slaves side, the receive buffer is touched by the bzip2 compression routine and doesn't need an additional touching step. This place is where we hope to get an overlapping of communication and computation. Since we modified the application behaviour by adjusting the buffer size, we use this state to compare it with the final mmmpi version.
• 5th step: make the message transfer a raw byte transmission Again, this step is also only needed because this is a prototypical implementation. Find the corresponding MPI Send and MPI Recv pair(s) for the transmission and modify them to operate with raw binary data instead of MPI datatypes (use MPI BYTE as datatype). Assuming that you use basic MPI datatypes, determine the size of the used type and multiply it with the number of elements to get the raw byte size. Luckily, pbzip2 operates already with raw data because the compression routine works on bytes and not on special datatypes. So no modifications are necessary in this step for pbzip2.
(If the application works with typed data and it will be modified like above, make sure it gets started on a homogene cluster.)
• Similar to the send call, other datatypes than MPI BYTE are not allowed in this prototypical implementation. Therefore this parameter has been left out. The status parameter is redundant too, because the message length needs to match exactly and no wildcards are allowed for rank or tag.
Since we didn't exchange all MPI functions with the MMMPI variants in pbzip2, we need to make sure that they do not interfere. The master node in pbzip2 does nearly no computation. So we simply touch the sending buffer directly after MMMPI Send() to allow further MPI operations (e.g. waiting for the next completed request). This is the worst case for the library, because (nearly) all touched pages will generate a page fault leading to a copy of the complete sending buffer.
At the receiver side (the slave nodes) the MMMPI Recv() call is followed by the compression routine of the bzip2 library. When the data is compressed piece by piece, there should be a noticable runtime improvement because most of the time for communication should be overlapped by the computation phases.
request transfers compressed data (which should be smaller) too, this transmission can be started immediatly because the master node is already waiting for this answer -contrary to the request where the master node needs to read the next block of data, causing a significant waiting time. Be aware that the MMMPI Recv() call (like the MMMPI Send call) takes nearly no time! Some of the real communication time has been shifted to the computation part, where the first data accesses lead to page faults. This yields in a slight increase for the accumulated computation times from 215 seconds to approximately 220 seconds.
Altogether, over eight percent from the total time on each slave node can be saved for this tiny application. This is nearly the total time for the communication itself. This shows that there exists applications where the method of memory-mapped messages can achieve an excellent overlapping of communication and computation to improve the overall performance.
Second Prototype
The last section showed, that clusters with a relatively slow interconnection networks can benefit from this prototypical memory-mapped messages library. As mentioned before, fast networks (like Infiniband ) can decrease the performance gain significantly. I was pretty surprised when I measured that local memory copies can be slower than memory copies between two cluster nodes! To further improve the performance of the library and to make it useful for modern hardware too, I wanted to eliminate all (or at least most) of the local memory copies to achieve a so-called zero-copy mechanism.
Idea for a zero-copy implementation
Although we might get around a copy on the sender side with some kind of locking scheme that lets the main thread wait until the page (which should be modified) is sended, the receiver buffer is marked as non-writeable! Therefore receiving a message without making a copy seems to be impossible! Fortunately, virtual memory is our friend again and can be used to solve these problems. Figure 10 shows the basic ideas behind the (second) zero-copy implementation of the prototypical library.
Sender side
To avoid a memory copy at the sender side, it would be possible to use the so-called copy-on-write (sometimes referred to as "COW") mechanism which is supported by many operating systems. The fundmental idea of this optimization method is to refer to the same resource if several initially indistinguishable resources were requested. Only if such a resource gets changed, a real copy will be created.
Copy-on-write memory can be implemented easily with the help of paging. Just make the original source page read-only and map it to the destination page, so that two virtual pages are referring to the same physical page. If any of the pages gets modified, an exception will be thrown and the operating system creates a real physical copy of this page.
The popular "fork" function, which creates a new process under Unix, is often implemented using copy-onwrite pages. So instead of creating a real copy of the complete program and data part of the actual process, the only penalty is to duplicate the parent's page tables.
Unfortunately, "fork" seems to be the only proper way to use the copy-on-write feature within the user space. Unfortunately, it takes much too long: 213µs for the father process and 112µs for the child process on the modern testbed. So I needed to implement such a scheme again by myself: protect the sending buffer against modifications and let the signal handler create a copy of a touched page. Fig. 10 . virtual memory techniques to achieve zero-copy
Receiver side
A memory mapping can be utilized to achieve a zero-copy at the receiver side. The user-supplied receive buffer will be filled with the message content as soon as the transmission is completed. So it doesn't matter which data is previously contained within this buffer. Just create another virtual memory mapping that points to the same physical buffer. Then protect the original virtual memory buffer with the necessary protection flags (PROT NONE in our case) but leave the second virtual memory mapping writeable. Now we can safely receive the message into the second mapping. Since both mappings point to the same physical buffer, the message will appear immediatly within the original user buffer without any additional copying.
The system call mmap can be used to create such a mapping which is originally used for the already mentioned memory-mapped file I/O. Because we need a file handle first, this prototypical implementation creates a temporary file (with mkstemp) and sets its file length to MMM MAX SIZE bytes (using lseek(.,.,SEEK SET) and write(., "", 1)) once within the MMMPI Init() function (the maximum message size is therefore limited, but this limit can be set at compile time).
Once we have our "dummy" file handle, we can create a first fixed mapping to the user-supplied receive buffer (mmap(.,., PROT READ+PROT WRITE, MAP FIXED+MAP SHARED,.,.)) followed by a second mapping to a new area (mmap(NULL,., PROT READ+PROT WRITE, MAP SHARED,.,.)). This second mapping is then used by the communication thread to store the received message. After creating both mappings, we can protect the user-supplied buffer as usual (mprotect(.,.,PROT NONE)) and proceed as normal.
Two things to note: One might think that the mprotect() call could be eliminated by using PROT NONE for the first mmap() call -but this doesn't work (and I don't know why). Second, since this prototype creates only a single temporary file, there can only be one ongoing message transfer at a time.
Results
It took too much time to get this second prototype working. Unfortunately, it never became really useful because of stability problems, and I spent a lot of work to find bugs. My implementation seems to be correct according to the POSIX standard, so I finally studied how the two functions mprotect and mmap are implemented in the current Linux kernel ( [4] ). There I recognized that the interference of those two functions is not handled correctly under Linux and I've given up this user-level prototype.
Conclusion
With some better memory support from the kernel, it would be possible to create a zero-copy implementation for the memory-mapped messages library which should be much more performant, even for very fast interconnection networks. A future implementation could use a kernel module to export the necessary functionality.
